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ABSTRACT

Two versions of Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) are designed for this project.
One version is a gate array design; the other a custom-drawn design. Both use dummy
units, which track the worst-case delay for any memory size, to activate their control
signals. Therefore, the memories are scalable over a large range of sizes. Simulations
show the designs to be comparable, if not superior, to the designs of other SRAM library
vendors in terms of performance and area consumption. Most importantly, the design
cycle for any specific memory size will be about one man-day, as opposed to the industry's
typical design cycle of six man-months.
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1 Introduction

Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) has been around for decades.

Throughout the years, various optimizations (e.g. Precharging, Address Transition

Detection (ATD), high-performance sense-amps, pipe-lining) and different flavors of the

SRAM (e.g. CMOS, NMOS, six-transistor cell (6T), five-transistor cell (5T),

synchronous, asynchronous) were introduced [Childs, Elmasry, Flannagan, Hardee,

Prince]. However, its basic configuration, which consists of two back-to-back inverters

connected to the bitlines through pass-transistors, has remained mostly unchanged. This

thesis project is not an attempt to revolutionize the SRAM design; rather, it is an effort

to approach SRAM design from a different angle -- scalability.

A typical SRAM design process usually involves the following steps:

1) the engineers receive the specifications of the SRAM, such as the desired

performance and the required dimensions.

2) the engineers modify, or imitate, some existing design to fit the new

specifications.

3) the engineers optimize the new design to meet the target performance.

This type of design approach, however, suffers from several major flaws. First of

all, due to deadline pressure, the engineers don't always have the time to base their

design decisions by actually simulating and comparing their options. Instead, they might

base their decisions on experience, intuition, or sometimes luck, which often results in



non-optimal designs that unnecessarily suffer in performance, area consumption, power

consumption, and/or reliability. Second, each design might require a lot of very specific

optimizations, relevant to that design alone. This endless duplication of effort seems to

be a rather inefficient use of time. Finally, and most importantly, a short time-to-market

often outweighs raw performance in today's market, which is full of temporary windows-

of-opportunity. Therefore, it becomes highly desirable to have a carefully designed

SRAM that is scalable, guaranteed to work reliably over a large range of sizes. Although

some of its performance might be sacrificed to incorporate scalability, it should still

outperform the blindly-assembled SRAMs. With such a design in hand, the design

process could be as simple as getting the specifications from the customer, generating

the specific design very quickly with an automatic compiler, and characterizing the

memory with automatic characterization tools. A SRAM typically takes about 6 man-

months to complete; with the scalable design, it could take as little as a day.

The goal of this thesis project, therefore, is to design such a scalable SRAM. The

main focus is to achieve a high performance SRAM that is easily scalable and reliable.

Other factors, such as area and power consumption, will also be taken into

consideration. However, when a trade-off presents itself, those factors are generally

outweighed by performance and reliability.



2 Gate Array vs. Embedded Design

The Scalable SRAM is designed under two different design styles: Gate Array

and Embedded Design. The Gate Array design started off as a guinea pig project to

familiarize the author with the design environment, and to allow the author to try out

some ideas. He was to design a controller for a previously designed Gate Array SRAM,

and to incorporate the components for scalability. However, as the project progressed,

most of the units in the SRAM were redesigned. Also, the project attracted demands

from some real customers, thus the project needed to be carried to its full completion,

including layout, validation, and characterization. Up to this date 6 different sizes of the

Gate Array Scalable SRAM have been delivered to customers, who will be referred to as

"users" in this document.

Lessons learned from doing the Gate Array design were applied to the Embedded

Design. The Embedded Design is basically a fully custom design; however, the word

"custom" somewhat suggests a project-specific nature, which is the opposite of the

scalable design's purpose. Therefore, the design is referred to as the "Embedded Design".

Both the Gate Array and the Embedded Design are designed on Intel's 3.3V, 0.6

um process. Individual cells are laid out by Intel's mask designers, and the cells are

given to an "automatic compiler" to generate the complete SRAM layouts. The

automatic compiler, at the moment, has very limited capabilities. It is basically an

arraying tool that can iteratively array different cell at different starting points for



different number of times.

2.1 Gate Array

The Gate Array is known for its ease of design, which usually results in a short

time-to-market. The ease of design, however, sacrifices design flexibility and,

ultimately, performance. The Gate Array version, however, offers the designer a chance

to experiment with some ideas and, more importantly, points out some realistic issues

that the designer should pay attention to on the Embedded Design.
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Figure 1: Gate Array "Double Mother Module" (DMM) from Silicon Architects.
(Length vs. width ratio skewed)
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The design uses the patented Gate Array structure from Silicon Architects. A

"Double Mother Module" (DMM) consists of four "drive cells" and twelve "compute

cells". Each drive cell contains two large P-devices (LP) and two large N-devices (LN);

each compute cell contains a pair of each of the following: medium P-devices (MP),

medium N-devices (MN), small P-devices (SP), and small N-devices (SN). The

compute cells are configured such that the diffusion region between a pair of devices is

always connected, and the gate of a MP is always connected to the gates of a SP and a

MN. Since MP and SP always come in pairs, they are sometimes referred to as MSP

pairs. Due to the issue of protecting proprietary information, the exact sizes of the

devices cannot be published; however, a plot of a DMM, with its length and width ratio

slightly altered, is shown in Figure 1.

The Gate Array circuits shown in this document consist mostly of logic gates,

which are pre-designed by Silicon Architects, and they use the standard symbols. The

last number on the gate's label usually denotes the strength (size) of the gate.

Since the Gate Array is bulky in nature, demands for large Gate Array SRAMs

were not anticipated. Therefore, the Gate Array SRAM was originally designed to scale

up to only 4 kb (64 rows X 64 columns). However, actual user orders proved the

original expectations to be incorrect, thus various modifications were added. The

revised Gate Array SRAM can handle up to 128 rows, and more than 128 columns.



2.2 Lessons from the Gate Array Design

The Gate Array design was meant to be a guinea pig design in preparation for the

Embedded Design. Although it evolved into a full-blown project in itself, it still served

its purpose by providing the author with several important lessons. The lessons were

sometimes learned painfully, but they showed the author what to do differently in the

future. The following are some key lessons that have impacted the Embedded Design

significantly:

2.2.1 Design from Maximum Size to Minimum Size

The Gate Array design, as mentioned above, was originally planned to scale up to

only 4 Kb. Therefore, when the users demanded large memory sizes, such as 1.5 KB,

the designer was forced to scramble to accommodate their needs. Driver sizes were

scaled up when necessary; and when it was not practical to directly scale up the drivers,

a distributed driver scheme was used. This type of patching job, however, suffers from

several major flaws. For example, like a machine that uses parts that don't fit exactly,

the performance is non-optimal; also, the distributed driver scheme is difficult for the

automatic compiler to handle; further, many unexpected problems surfaced during the

validation stage, which resulted in more editing and patching jobs.

Therefore, it seems clear that before starting the Embedded Design, its maximum

size needs to be carefully defined. If the users need memories larger than the maximum



size, then they could use several smaller memories in parallel. Then, using the "design

for the worst case" principle, all of the drivers should be designed to be able to handle

the maximum size. Although this might be an overkill on smaller designs, it prevents the

designer from having to worry about adding extra components later. Also, the designer

only has to worry about "what if the memory gets smaller", instead of both "what if the

memory gets smaller" AND "what if the memory gets bigger". Therefore, by designing

for its maximum size, the Embedded SRAM gains reliability, ease of design, and

performance at the expense of some area.

2.2.2 Minimal "Hacking"

In the Gate Array design, the designer was very aggressive in hacking the design

for performance, which will be described in more detail in Section 4. However, as one

can imagine, such optimization opens the door to many possibilities of failure, such as

race conditions. The worst part of the problem, as seen during the Gate Array design

process, is that many such conditions can only be observed on some sizes running under

some specific simulation corners. Since it is impossible for the designer to simulate the

design for all possible sizes under all possible simulation corners, aggressive

optimizations, unless if absolutely necessary, are avoided for the sake of reliability.

2.2.3 Driver Distribution Scheme



As mentioned in Section 2.1, the Gate Array design encountered larger than

expected load, thus a load distribution scheme was needed. The Gate Array design

accomplished this by using a buffer for every n cells, which will be discussed in greater

detail in Section 4.4.1.

However, problems arise when the total number of cells is not perfectly divisible

by n. The automatic compiler used for the project is very primitive, and cannot handle

exceptions very easily. Although there are plans to improve the automatic compiler, the

design must work well with the current compiler.

Therefore, when possible, the Embedded design tries to use the single driver

scheme (non-distributed). However, when the load is very large, it becomes impractical

to use a single driver, since a driver designed to handle the maximum load would be

excessively large for most cases. Therefore, a special method was devised to distribute

the load in this scalable design. The method takes advantage of a characteristic of the

automatic compiler -- although the compiler is bad at handling exceptions, it is good at

laying cells over one another -- and it involves the following steps, and is illustrated in

figure 2:

1) Instead of having just one line running through all the cells, have two lines

running in parallel. One of the two is only connected to the output of the driver (with its

last stage inverter removed), and the other is connected to the inputs of the cells that

need the signal from the driver.

2) Create a cell, Cell A, several times larger than a regular cell, Cell B,

containing only an inverter.



3) Let the automatic compiler array out cell A, then array out cell B on top of

them.

EI1
412

i!

This method offers several advantages:

1) The last stage of the driver buffer (made out of those small inverters in

parallel) essentially scales with the design size, which decreases wasted area.

2) Since everything can be easily arrayed out without having to worry about

exceptions, this method is easy for the automatic compiler to handle.

3) Since the same sized inverter drives a definite amount of load (except for the

end cases), the rise and fall times of the signal will be fairly constant no matter how large

the array is.

Of course, this method adds some area to all the cells to allow any one of them to
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Figure 2:
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be able to include the inverter. However, the inverter is relatively small, thus the wasted

space is minimal. It seems that the benefits from using this method easily outweighs any

other options.

2.2.4 Recycle Old Parts

As the old saying goes, "if it ain't broke, don't fix it". The Embedded Design

should try to borrow components from existing designs as much as possible. Those

components have been proven to work in real projects, so they're less likely to produce

problems. Also, they have already been validated and characterized, which could save

the designer a considerable amount of time. Finally, if their layout could also be reused,

then the mask design resources could be put to more efficient usage, and the layout time

could be shortened.



2.3 Embedded Design

The Embedded Design can scale up to 512 rows and 256 columns, which is equal

to 16 KB. All the subcells are hand drawn, and will be used by an automatic compiler to

lay out the SRAM.

Unlike in the Gate Array design, where transistors are pre-sized, the Embedded

design allows the designer the freedom to optimally size the transistors. The rules for

transistor sizing are given in Jan Rabaey's Digital Integrated Circuits, and some key

points and equations are summarized below. For detailed derivation of the equations,

please refer to section 8.2.3 of Digital Integrated Circuits [Rabaey].

2.3.1 Single Gate Transistor Sizing

For a single gate, the ratio of P and N device sizes, which shall be represented as

(X in this discussion, is usually designed to equalize the output rise and fall times. To do

so, the PMOS path needs to be made F = g ,/g4p times larger, or stronger, than the

NMOS path, with g being the carrier mobility. For the process that the SRAM is

designed for, e is approximately equal to 2.3*. *2.3 not actual figure

2.3.2 Cascaded Inverters Sizing



When inverters are cascaded to form a buffer, then a is no longer the optimal P

to N ratio. Instead,

Sopt = sqrt(e (1 + C/Cn) (Eq. 1)

where Cw is the wiring capacitance on the node that the inverter drives, and Cn is the N

diffusion capacitance and the N gate capacitance associated with that node. When Cw

<< Cn , as in most cases, then c opt simplifies to

Sopt = sqrt(c) (Eq. 2)

2.3.2.1 Single Stage Buffer Sizing

When a small gate needs to drive a large load, a single inverter could be inserted

between the gate's output and the load to act as a buffer. If the load capacitance is x

times larger than the input capacitance, then the buffer should be u times larger than the

small gate, with

Uopt = sqrt(x) (Eq. 3)

2.3.2.2 Multiple Stage Buffer Sizing

When the buffer consists of multiple inverters cascaded in a chain, then the

optimal u becomes e, or roughly 2.718, if wiring capacitance or output diffusion



capacitance were ignored. Studies also show that a slight increase in u, such as to 3 or 4,

does not affect the delay significantly [Rabaey]. This allows the designer some

flexibility in choosing the number of stages. When wiring capacitance and output

diffusion capacitance are added into consideration, then Uopt becomes slightly larger.

For this project, the designer generally used values of u between 3 and 5.



3 Basic SRAM Architecture

A typical SRAM usually consists of the main components illustrated in Figure 3:

Data In Data Out

Figure 3: Typical SRAM Components

The address bits are broken into two parts: X and Y address bits. The X address

bits are decoded and used to select the correct wordline in the bitcell array; the Y

address bits are decoded and used to select the correct bitline pairs through multiplexors.

The wordline activates the cells in a bitcell array row, and the bitline pair (compliments

of each other) is used to read or write to the activated cell in a column. The distribution

of address bits to X and Y bits is usually done to achieve the desired array height and



width ratio, which is typically close to 1. For example, in a "512 words x 8 bits" design,

if all the address bits are used as X addresses, then the array would be 512 rows by 8

columns. However, if 3 address bits are used as Y address bits (8:1 mux), then the array

would be 64 rows by 64 columns.

Before the start of an operation, the bitlines are usually precharged and equalized

to a certain voltage. This is done to prevent very capacitive bitline pairs from

accidentally flipping the data in a bitcell during an operation. In a read operation, the

data is read by the sensing units attached to the end of the selected bitline pairs; in a

write operation, the "write drivers" drive the desired data through the selected bitline

pairs into the selected bitcell. The controller is usually designed to generate the

activation signals at the appropriate times [Prince].



4 Circuit Description

4.1 General Architecture

To make a SRAM scalable, it must have a way to track the different delays due to

different sizes, configurations, voltages, temperatures, and process corners. In this

project, this is accomplished through the use of dummy units. The dummy units make

up the worst case path in a design, and they consist of dummy wordline driver, dummy

row, dummy bitcell, dummy column, dummy mux, dummy sense amplifier, and dummy

I/O unit. In any operation, the dummy path is always activated, and the dummy units

notify the controller when the operation is completed through the use of signals "read-

okay" (RDOKB) and "write-okay" (WROKB). Besides the use of dummy units, the

scalable design architecture is fairly similar to the typical, normal SRAMs. Figure 4

illustrates the floorplan of the Gate Array design, and Figure 5 illustrates the floorplan of

the Embedded design.
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One might notice that the dummy column on the Embedded design is located

right next to the wordline drivers, which doesn't seem to be the longest path in the array.

This is done so that the RDOKB signal, generated by the dummy sense amplifier, won't

need to be buffered and routed across the length of the array. Doing so eliminates some

of the overhead delay, which shortens the SRAM's cycle time. The moving of the

dummy column, however, doesn't compromise circuit reliability. The dummy bitcell

isn't activated directly by the signal generated by the dummy wordline driver; instead,

the signal travels all the way across the array just like any normal wordline signal, and at

the end of the dummy row it is looped back with a metal wire to activate the dummy

bitcell. Since the dummy wordline driver is relatively large, the extra capacitance

associated with the return metal line does not cause any significant additional delay. For

more detailed description of the dummy row, please see Section 4.10.2.2.



4.2 Controller

4.2.1 External Timing Specifications

The access time of the SRAM is defined to be the elapsed time from the rising

clock edge to the output data becoming valid (in a read operation). To enable the SRAM

for a read or a write operation, the CENBAR signal must be active around the rising

clock edge, obeying setup and hold times. Similarly, the RDWRBAR signal must be

valid around the rising clock edge to specify the type of operation. For the Gate Array

design, the address and write-data need to become valid at the rising clock edge, and

must remain valid for some time longer than the access time. For the Embedded Design,

since all the address and data inputs are latched by flip-flops, they only need to be valid

around the rising clock edge, obeying setup and hold times. Please see Figure 6 for

waveforms:
Tcycle

CLK

CENBAR
Va4id

RDWRBAR/ /ThXld

GA Addr Valid

GA WrData Valid

Valid

ED Addr // ////////////////////
Valid

ED WrData/////////////////////// //////

RdData Valid

Taccess

Figure 6: External Signal Waveforms



Please note that the setup and hold times for different signals may vary. Also,

please see Appendix A for signal naming convention.

4.2.2 Internal Timing Specifications

The controller must be able to generate control signals in the correct order to

ensure the proper operation of the SRAM. The bitlines are precharged to Vcc before the

start of a read/write cycle. After the rising clock edge, bitline precharge (PRE) stops,

then the correct wordline is selected (enabled by WLEN). Also, the Write Enable

(WEN) or the Read Enable (REN) signal is activated, depending on the type of

operation. When the controller senses the completion of the operation (RDOKB/

RDOKZ or WROKB/WROKZ -- will be discussed later in section 4.10), it will disable

the wordline, and initiate precharge again. Figure 7 illustrates a typical operation.

Tcycle

Figure 7: Internal Timing for a Typical Operation



4.2.3 Gate Array Controller

ENB

CLK

RDOKB

WROKB

RESETB

REN

WEN

PRE

WLEN

Figure 8: GA SRAM Controller

On the rising clock edge, the Enable (negated ENB, which is the external

CENBAR) signal is latched into a flip-flop. If the Enable signal is active, then it

deactivates PRE, and activates WLEN and REN (or WEN, if for a write operation).

Notice that the deactivation of PRE happens before the activation of WLEN, since

WLEN has an extra NAND stage. The controller remains in this state until either

RDOKB or WROKB returns. The "OK" signal deactivates WLEN, and clears the flip-

flop that holds the Enable signal. Once Enable is cleared, PRE is activated again, and

the controller waits for the next rising clock edge.



Several optimizations were performed on the controller:

1) Since NOR gates are extremely slow on the Gate Array, the controller is

designed using only NAND gates and inverters.

2) The inputs to gates are arranged such that the most critical input is given the

inner N-device in a NAND gate. The performance boost is probably relatively

insignificant, but performing this optimization can't hurt. Besides, it makes the designer

look like he actually did some work.

3) Since nothing gets started until the Enable signal is latched, the flip-flops

(including the one latching RWB) are given stronger gates internally to cut down on the

propagation delay. At the expense of area and some input capacitance, the access time is

reduced by about 1 ns on the slow corner.

4) The activation of PRE at the end of an operation is triggered by the cleared

Enable signal, instead of the RDOKB or the WROKB signal, to allow WLEN enough

time to deactivate. However, simulations show that this safety margin is overly

generous, because the flip-flop cannot be cleared quickly. Without adding extra stages

of delay to PRE (which will sacrifice some safety margin at the beginning of an

operation), a "helper" circuit, consisting of two N-devices in parallel, is used to help

clear the flip-flop. It turns out that this helper circuit still maintains a decent safety

margin (i.e. PRE and WLEN being mutually exclusive), but reduces the cycle time by

about 2 ns on the slow corner.

4.2.4 Embedded Design Controller
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Figure 9: Embedded SRAM Controller

As can be seen in Figure 9, the controller used in the Embedded Design is very

similar to the one used in the Gate Array SRAM, so there are only a few major

differences that need further comments:

1) The output buffers in the controller are custom sized using the method

described in Section 4.4.2.3.

2) Instead of the "asynchronous-clear" flip-flop used in the Gate Array design to

latch in CENBAR, a fast "asynchronous-set" flip-flop is found in the standard library.

Using this style of flip-flop eliminates the need to invert CENBAR, and also produces a

more efficient number of buffering stages.

3) The Embedded Design incorporates a Post-Silicon Test Circuit, which will be



mentioned again in Section 4.11. During Post-Silicon Testing, the dummy sense

amplifier should not be activated, thus its activation signal, DMYREN, is a function of

WW; during a normal operation, DMYREN behaves very similarly to REN, and their

differences are not significant enough to impact circuit performance or reliability.

4) The Embedded Design latches all of its external signals with flip-flops (except

for the Post-Silicon Test Circuit control signals), which creates a significant load on the

external clock. Therefore, the CLK input needs to be buffered. The buffer consists of a

chain of 2 inverters. Since the buffer delay on the rising clock edge directly impacts

access time, the inverters are skewed to optimize for the rising clock edge.



4.3 Decoder

Since the Gate Array SRAM takes fully decoded addresses, it requires no address

decoders. Therefore, this section is only relevant to the Embedded Design.

4.3.1 X Decoder

4.3.1.1 Static vs. Dynamic Decoder

The Embedded SRAM is designed to handle up to 512 wordlines, which means

that the X Decoder must decode up to 9 bits of address input. Designing a strictly 9-to-

512 decoder is not difficult; designing a SCALABLE decoder that decodes UP TO 9

bits, however, requires more thought. These are some of the considerations:

1) Since address inputs are latched at the same time as the Chip Enable signal,

the decoder must be fast enough to avoid becoming the SRAM's critical path. In other

words, the decoder should preferably finish decoding the address before the WLEN

signal is generated.

2) Sometimes the user might request a non-fully-decoded design, in which the

number of wordlines is not a power of 2. Therefore, the design must be completely

modular, able to handle any number of address inputs (up to 9) and any number of

wordlines (up to 2 (number of address inputs)).

3) The design must be easily compilable by the automatic compiler, which can

handle only very simple algorithms.



These criteria cannot be easily met by using a conventional multi-level static

CMOS design. For example, to make the design completely modular, one could add a 2

input logic gate per wordline for each address input, as illustrated in Figure 10.

However, having the maximum number of 9 X address inputs would translate to 8 levels

of logic, which is simply too slow. To speed up the design by increasing fan-in and

reducing logic levels, however, would compromise modularity.
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Figure 10: Conventional Decoder in Scalable Form

Therefore, an alternative decoding method is needed, and the perfect answer is

found in dynamic circuits. The two major styles of dynamic decoder, the NAND and the

NOR, are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12 in their generic forms.

4.3.1.2 NOR vs. NAND Decoder
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Figure 11: Generic Dynamic NAND Decoder
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Figure 12: Generic Dynamic NOR Decoder

Since the NOR circuit involves discharging and charging all the unselected nodes

in each operation, it consumes dramatically more power than its NAND counterpart
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Figure 13: Embedded SRAM X Decoder Design
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The design assumes that

1) Precharge is disabled (PREBAR goes high) before WLEN is enabled.

2) Address bits (and their negated counterparts) settle before Precharge is

disabled.

LII- L_

[Rabaey]. However, the NAND circuit is considerably slower, especially when a node

needs to be discharged through 9 passgates in series. Since performance is the more

important goal in this design than power consumption, the NOR style is chosen over the

NAND style.

4.3.1.3 Decoder Operation

Figure 13 shows the dynamic NOR decoder designed for the Embedded SRAM.
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The first assumption is the responsibility of the Controller, and the Controller

does satisfy this requirement. The second assumption is no more difficult to realize.

Since the address latches don't need to have the asynchronous-set function that the Chip

Enable latch needs, they are inherently slightly faster than the Chip Enable latch, which

triggers the disabling of Precharge. Also, the address lines are not loaded too heavily, so

the address signals require less buffering stages than the Precharge signal. Therefore, the

address bits can easily be made to settle before Precharge is disabled.

RI Ti Ra RT PREBRR NLEN

Figure 14: Figure 13's Zoomed-in Shot

The operation of the decoder can be explained using Figure 14, a zoomed-in shot

of part of Figure 13. During Precharge, the P device M4 is used to charge up NODE2,

which is cut off from NODE1 by the N device M3. After the address bits have settled,

Precharge is disabled, which turns on the N passgate M3. All of the wordlines will have

their NODE2's discharged, except for the selected wordline. When WLEN is enabled, it

is ANDed with NODE2 to enable the correct wordline.
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4.3.1.4 Transistor Sizing and Reliability Considerations

To provide the circuit with a better noise margin, a keeper circuit consisting of 2

inverters (INV 1 and INV2 in Figure 14) is added. Inverter INV 1 is made to be long and

weak, so that only minimum sized pull-down devices are needed on the left side of

device M3. Using minimum sized pull-down devices reduces the load on the address

lines, which reduces the size of the buffers needed to drive these lines.

An important reliability consideration deals with charge sharing. When device

M3 is turned on, some charges on NODE2 might flow to NODE 1. If NODE1 has

enough capacitance and has been sufficiently discharged, even with none of the pull-

down devices turned on, the charge sharing might drop NODE2's voltage under inverter

INV2's trip point, which causes circuit failure. A way to prevent such failure is to

provide NODE2 with more capacitance, and this can be done by increasing the size of

INV2. This causes the decoding time to increase slightly, since there are now more

charges that need to be discharged. However, the decoding time is still well within the

acceptable limits.

Figure 15 shows some of the simulations done on the decoder. Waves "2". "3",

and "4" represent the different behaviors of Figure 14's NODE2 when different sizes are

given to INV2. As can be seen from the simulation results, if not enough capacitance is

given to NODE2 (e.g. Wave "3"), then charge sharing might lead to circuit failure.
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Figure 15: Simulations for Embedded SRAM's X Decoder
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significance. For any design, the bottom wordline would correspond to the address 0,

incremented to the top wordline, which would correspond to the highest address. This is

consistent with the naming convention described in Section 3.

4.3.2 Y Decoder

The SRAM only supports three muxing factors -- 4, 8, and 16 -- thus there is no

need for sophisticated scalable Y decoders. Instead, only three different Y Decoders are

needed, each to be used with its matching column multiplexors. The Y decoder consists

of flip-flops to latch the input address bits, NAND gates to decode the addresses, and

buffers to drive the outputs.



4.4 Wordline Driver

4.4.1 Gate Array Wordline Driver

Before realizing that there might be a need for Gate Array SRAMs larger than

4Kb, the wordline driver consists of a NAND gate followed by an inverter, which is just

barely able to drive 64 columns. When users demanded memories with more than 100

columns, it becomes obvious that some changes must be made. There are 2 possibilities

that can be explored:

1) Increase the size, or strength, of the NAND gate and the inverter. This would,

however, require re-laying out the wordline driver and redesigning the controller, which

is a significant amount of work.

2) Distribute the load by placing a buffer for every N DMMs, as illustrated in

Figure 17. Doing so would normally increase the size of the memory array. However,

since the drive cells are left empty in the Gate Array bitcell array, they become the

perfect spaces to place the drivers. Therefore, because adding the buffers are practically

"free", the distributed scheme is chosen.

Figure 17: Gate Array Wordline Load Distribution Concept



From the analysis done by another Memory Group member, the optimal

performance is achieved by placing a buffer for every 10 DMMs. Therefore, a metal line

that runs across the whole array, driven by the wordline driver, has the input of buffers

attached to it. Each buffer is used to drive the wordline of 10 DMMs. This distribution

scheme is similar to the "Divided Wordline" technique introduced by Mitsubishi in 1983

[Prince]. Although the distributed scheme sounds simple in theory, it is more

complicated in reality. It creates several cases of exception. For example, a buffer will

drive less than 10 DMMs when the total number of DMMs in a row is not a multiple of

10. These leftover DMMs, however, cannot contain the dummy column, since it needs

to be the worst case path. Also, the metal line driven by the wordline driver should be

cut off after feeding the last buffer to reduce the line's capacitance. In addition, there are

not enough drive cells in a DMM to create the needed buffer, thus the drive cells from

the DMMs neighboring the DMM containing the buffers must be "borrowed". In other

words, the number of leftover DMMs must be greater than 2. This results in a wasted

DMM or two if the total number of DMMs in a row is one or two more than the multiple

of 10, such as 21 or 32.

As one can see, there can be a long list of "exceptions", which is exactly what the

automatic compiler cannot handle very easily. After rigorously hacking the layout and

the compiler, a method of arranging the cells is finally made to be automatic compiler

friendly. The arrangement is shown in Figure 18, using a row of 33 DMMs as an

example. However, such hacking complicates the design process considerably, thus is

best avoided when possible.
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Figure 18: Example GA Wordline Load Distribution Scheme (33 DMMs)

4.4.2 Embedded Design Wordline Driver

4.4.2.1 Distributed Driver vs. Single Driver

Designing the wordline driver for the Embedded SRAM differs from designing

the wordline driver for the Gate Array SRAM in two key aspects:

1) The Embedded design does not use pre-sized transistors, allowing the

designer the freedom to finely tune each transistor.

2) The Gate Array wordline driver was designed to drive very short wordlines,

since the initial expectation for its use was limited to small SRAMs. User demands

turned out to contradict the expectation, thus the distributed driver scheme was added to

accommodate a large load on the wordline. The Embedded wordline driver is designed

to accommodate a long wordline from the start.

3) The Embedded design does not have the empty "drive cells" to implement the

distributed drivers with no area overhead. Therefore, if it were to use a distributed



wordline driver scheme, the bitcell array must grow in area.

Since the distributed driver scheme also proved to be difficult for the automatic

compiler to handle, the first task for the designer is to explore the possibility of using a

single driver to drive the whole wordline. It turns out that the Embedded bitcell is much

narrower in width than its Gate Array counterpart, thus the wiring capacitance on the

Embedded wordline for the same number of columns is much less than the capacitance

on a Gate Array wordline. Similarly, the Embedded bitcell uses smaller N passgates,

which also translates to less capacitance on the wordline per bitcell column than in the

Gate Array. Calculations show that eventhough the Embedded design could have as

much as 256 bitcell columns, the capacitance on the wordline does not exceed 2 pF,

which is manageable by a reasonably sized driver. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity

and area consideration, the designer decided to drive the entire bitline with a single

driver.

4.4.2.2 Single Stage vs. Multiple Stage Buffering

A wordline is enabled (pulled high) when both the X decode signal for that

wordline and the WLEN signal are activated (high). Therefore, the wordline driver can

be easily implemented as a NAND gate with an inverting buffer attached to its output.

The question that the designer faces is whether to use a single inverter or 3 cascaded

inverters as the buffer. To solve this problem, a simulation model is created, as

illustrated in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Single Stage vs. Multiple Stage Buffer Simulation Model

The NAND gate has roughly the strength of a minimum sized inverter, and its

input capacitance is about 100 times smaller than the maximum wordline load. Using

equation (Eq. 3), inverter INVO is made about 10 times stronger than a minimum sized

inverter. For inverters INV1, INV2, and INV3, using the discussion in Section 2.3.2.2,

their sizes are scaled up by about 3 at a time
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Figure 20: Single Stage vs. Multiple Stage Buffer Simulation Waveforms

Simulations were done on several variations of this model, three of which have

their results shown in Figure 20. X uses e as the P to N ratio for all of its gates; Y uses

as given in equation (Eq. 2), on just the NAND gate; Z uses a opt on all of its

gates. The results clearly show that the multiple stage buffering produces faster and

sharper output transition, thus is chosen over single stage buffering.

4.4.2.3 Buffer Fine-Tuning

Several more simulation experiments were done on the multiple stage buffer, and

some of the results are shown in Figure 21.



Figure 21: Buffer Fine-Tuning Simulations for Wordline Driver

All three experiments, "1", "2", and "3", have identical N device sizes, but differ

in their P to N ratio. "1" is identical to the X in the previous section, which uses E as the

P to N ratio; "2" uses equation (Eq. 2)'s a opt as the P to N ratio on all the gates; "3"

uses e as the ratio for the last inverter (inverter INV3 in Figure 19), while using a opt,
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for the other gates. The graphs show that "1" and "3" have similar performances, while

"2" is slow in pulling up its output. Out of "1" and "3", since "1" occupies considerably

less space than "3", it is chosen as the final wordline driver.



4.5 Bitcell

4.5.1 Gate Array Bitcell

The Gate Array bitcells are designed by other Memory Group members before

the start of the Scalable SRAM project. There are 12 bitcells per DMM (4 rows x 3

columns), and they fully occupy all the compute cells. The drive cells, however, are left

empty, as mentioned in Section 4.4.1. The Gate Array bitcells differ from the "typical"

SRAM bitcells in that its pre-sized devices are quite larger than the near-minimum sized

devices use in "typical bitcells". This quality becomes important during the decision

process for choosing the sensing technique.

4.5.2 Embedded Design Bitcell

The bitcell used in the Embedded design is the same bitcell that has been used in

many other designs at Intel using the same process. The cell has been carefully tuned,

optimized, and validated, and its layout has been compacted into a piece of art. More

importantly, real products have shown that the design is reliable. As the old saying goes,

"if it ain't broke, don't fix it". Therefore, that bitcell is "borrowed" into this project, and

is illustrated in Figure 22:
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Figure 22: Embedded Design Bitcell

Although many designs share the same bitcell, the method of connecting the

bitcells are often different. Since the memory array is usually more than a few microns

wide, the wordline signal must be run on a metal wire to avoid the high resistance of a

long poly line. Is is impractical, of course, to strap the metal line to poly in every bitcell,

since that would greatly increase the size of the memory array. Therefore, how often the

metal line is strapped to poly becomes a question specific to each individual design.

From studying the other designs, it seems that it is acceptable to strap the metal to the

poly once for up to every 8 bitcells. However, for the Embedded SRAM, the metal to

poly strapping is done once for every 4 bitcells, thus a unit containing 4 bitcells plus a

strapping becomes the basic building block of the memory array. The number 4 is

chosen because 4 is the smallest muxing factor for the design, which means that the
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number of bitcell columns will always be a multiple of 4. This avoids the possibility of

having cases of exception (e.g. grouping 8 bitcells together would produce an extra 4

columns in a 9-bit, 4-to-1 mux design), which is difficult for the automatic compiler to

handle. Therefore, at the price of slight inefficiency in area usage, the strapping is done

this way to make the design easily scalable.



4.6 Column Multiplexors

Both the Gate Array and the Embedded Design support 3 muxing factors -- 4, 8, and 16.

4.6.1 Gate Array Multiplexors

The Gate Array column multiplexors take fully decoded address inputs, and use a

pair of full passgates for each bitline pair. The passgate sizing process is none existent,

since the design is limited to the available pre-sized transistors in a DMM.

These multiplexors, however, do turn out to be quite troublesome. Each bitcell

DMM contains 3 columns; therefore, the columns in a bitcell array are in groups of 3.

Since 3 is not divisible by the muxing factors, a single version of multiplexor cannot be

made to align perfectly with the bitcells. For example, if a mux's edge is aligned with

the edge of a bitcell DMM, then the one next to it must have its starting edge be

somewhere in the center of another bitcell DMM. Therefore, 3 flavors of multiplexors

are laid out for each muxing factor, and the automatic compiler must use them

alternately.

4.6.2 Embedded Design Multiplexors

Same as in the Gate Array design, the multiplexors in the Embedded SRAM

consist of full passgates enabled by the decoded Y address input signals. However,
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Figure 23: Rough Model of Parasitics in a Bitline

Rcell is the resistance of the passgate connecting the inverters to the bitline.

Rmux is the resistance of the multiplexor passgate.

Cline is the capacitance of the bitline.

Cmux is the sum of the diffusion capacitance of the multiplexor passgates, plus

the capacitance of the sense amp and the other IO units that connect to the bitlines.

As can be seen in the model, increasing the width of the multiplexor increases the

overall capacitance, but lowers the overall resistance. Since delay is proportional to the

RC constant, the optimal multiplexor passgate size needs to be found to minimize the RC

delay.

The word "optimal" used in the last sentence, however, is not entirely accurate.

Since this is a scalable design, Cline is actually a variable that varies with the memory

unlike the Gate Array, the Embedded design allows the designer to carefully size the

passgates.

Figure 23 is the rough model of a bitcell driving a signal to the sense amp; a

more self-explanatory model can be found in Figure 25:
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a 24: Lumped Model of Parasitics in a Bitline

roughly illustrates how varying the passgate size affects the
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0). In other words, the goal is to look for the N and P sizes that produce the smallest

value under the "RC Value" column. Please note that e is approximated as 2:

N Size P Size Riump Clump RC Value
256 rows 512 rows 256 rows 512 rows

1 1 1.67 1.12 1.06 1.87 1.77
1.5 1.5 1.44 1.18 1.09 1.70 1.57
2 2 1.33 1.23 1.12 1.64 1.49
2.5 2.5 1.27 1.29 1.15 1.64 1.46
3 3 1.22 1.35 1.18 1.65 1.44

The table shows that sizing the P and the N devices to about 2-3 times the size of

the bitcell passgate seems to work fairly well. Therefore, a model of the bitline was

constructed, as illustrated in Figure 25, and several simulations were done to observe the

effects of passgate sizing. It turns out that having the width of 1.7 and 2.5 times the

passgate width for the N and P devices, respectively, seems to give the best performance

for a read operation. The P device is made wider because the N device is turned off

when both its source and drain are at around Vcc, as is typically the case for the read

operation

-n

Figure 25: Simulation Model for Determining Mux Sizes



These simulation were done under the assumption that a read operation is slower

than a write operation, thus the passgate sizes are optimized for a read operation.

Simulation results of the whole memory, however, show that the write operation is

actually the slower of the two operations. Since the passgates are only needed to pass a

"0" in a write operation, it is more efficient to just increase the strength of the N device.

The final size of 3 and 2.5 times the passgate width for the N and P devices, respectively,

seems to give the most satisfactory results.

The analysis above is done for primarily 16-to-1 muxes. However, it applies

fairly well to 8-to-1 and 4-to-1 muxes, under the following observation: Smaller muxing

factors are likely to be used for shorter memories, whose Cline is smaller. Smaller

muxing factors also produce smaller Cmux for the same passgate sizes, since it contains

less unselected passgates whose diffusion capacitance adds to Cmux. Therefore, since

both Cline and Cmux are likely to decrease with decreasing muxing factors, their ratio

tends to be rather stable, which implies that the same passgate sizing can be used for all

muxing factors.

This whole section seems to be filled with rough estimations, quick calculations,

and bold heuristics. However, it is done because there is no "perfect" passgate size for a

scalable design, so any detailed and rigorous work would be a waste of effort. The

saving grace, luckily, is that some slight imperfection in the mux passgate sizing does

not greatly affect the overall memory performance.



Figure 26: Original Gate Array SRAM Controller

4.7 Sensing Unit

4.7.1 Gate Array Sensing Scheme

The current GA SRAM design is the result of many iterations of design changes.

Originally, the design uses sense-amps instead of high-skew inverters. Because current-

mirror sense-amps require careful transistor sizing -- a luxury not easily available in Gate

Array, the cross-coupled differential sense-amp design was chosen (please see the next

section for a more detailed discussion on the sense-amp styles). The cross coupled sense-

amp, however, cannot be enabled until sufficient bitline differential is present, thus it

requires a more complicated controller design. In fact, the original controller is quite a

lot more complicated than the current one, as shown in Figure 26.



Figure 27 shows the internal timing sequence for a read operation. In a read

operation, when the bitlines have sufficiently precharged (PROKB), the rising clock

edge will disable precharge (PRE) and enable the wordline and the multiplexor enable

signals (WLEN and MUXEN). After there is enough differential between the bitlines, a

"read okay" (RDOK) signal will return, and enable the sense-amp (SAE) while disabling

WLEN and MUXEN, then enable PRE. The purpose of disabling the multiplexors and

starting precharge in such a hurry is to reduce the cycle time. While the bitlines

precharge, the sense-amps will eventually produce the correct output. When this

happens, a signal (LATCHEDB) will cause the controller to disable the sense-amps, and

thus latch the output.

Tcycle

Figure 27: Original Gate Array Controller Control Signals for a Read Operation



The PROKB signal is removed from the design because it is unnecessary when

the user follows the cycle-time specification. Its removal reduces the dummy bitline

capacitance, and simplifies the controller design.

In the original design, the RDOK signal is generated by a high-skew inverter

attached to the dummy BitlineZ. If dummy BitlineZ can be made to discharge much

faster than a regular bitline, then the RDOK signal can allow the controller to efficiently

trigger SAE. To allow BitlineZ to develope faster than the regular bitlines, several

dummy cells were used to drive dummy BitlineZ during a read operation. Although the

ideal situation sounds reasonable, simulations prove otherwise. Simulations show that

no matter how many dummy bitcells are used, BitlineZ cannot be made to discharge at a

satisfactory rate, as shown in Figure 28:

Dummy Bitline

Time Time

Figure 28a: Ideal Bitline Development Figure 28b: Actual Bitline Development

Figure 28a shows the ideal waveforms, while Figure 28b shows the slightly



exaggerated actual waveforms. There are two main reasons for the discrepancies:

1) The bitcells use MN's for their internal inverters' pulldown. MN's are

extremely large compared to a minimum sized device, thus the slow bitline development

typically seen in a SRAM is not present in the GA SRAM design.

2) Extra gates are needed on the dummy path to appropriately activate extra

dummy cells. These gate delays, however, account for the late start of the dummy

bitline development.

From Figure 28, it seems clear that the GA SRAM is better off using just high

skew inverters for sensing. In addition, removing the sense-amps dramatically simplifies

the controller, which further reduces delays. Therefore, the final design senses the data

with high-skew inverters.

The high skew inverter uses two MSP pairs tied in parallel, and two MN's tied in

series. Simulation shows the trip-point of the inverter to be about 60% of Vcc.

Experiments were done on raising this trip point. However, results show that a higher

trip-point provides very little improvement to the access time, while sacrificing

reliability, area, BitlineZ capacitance, and the inverter output's falltime.

4.7.2 Embedded Design Sensing Scheme

As mentioned above, the Gate Array design is able to use a simple high-skewed

inverter as its sensing unit for many reasons, such as the bitcells using relatively strong

N-devices as pull downs. The Embedded design, however, enjoys no such luxury. Most
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The single ended senser, such as a high-skewed inverter, usually benefits in many

categories, such as simplicity and robustness. However, as mentioned before, is

unsuitable for this design for performance considerations.

The cross-coupled differential amplifier is fast, and it consumes relatively little

power. However, it must remain inactivated until there's enough voltage differential on

the bitlines. Generating that activation signal, unfortunately, is a chicken-and-egg

problem. Some sort of detector is needed to detect the necessary bitline differential; but

if such a detector can be built, then one might as well use the detector as the sense amp.

One possible solution could be to speed up the dummy path. However, not having the

dummy path track the real paths exactly would sacrifice the reliability of the SRAM

design. If the timing of the activation signal is even slightly too early, the positive

feedback in the sense amp could result in an unrecoverable error.

The current-mirror sense amplifier, therefore, seems to be the only choice left

standing. Luckily, it almost completely satisfies the wish list. It is fast, and it is robust.

Although lower power consumption can be achieved by having a properly timed

activation signal, such signal is not necessary for its proper operation. In fact, if the

"REN" signal is used as its activation signal, power is only "wasted" for a short period of

time -- from when REN is enabled to when enough bitline differential is established,

which isn't very long. In addition, this sense amp can be easily modified to produce a

dummy sense amp, which will be discussed in section 4.10.2.5. Therefore, the current-

mirror sense amplifier is chosen over the other styles.
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Figure 30: Embedded Design Sense Amplifier

Figure 30 shows a two-stage current mirror sense-amp used in some other

designs. The first stage reduces the voltage on the bitlines, and the second stage is the

actual amplifier. The design is carefully tuned and optimized, and performs very

impressively. Moreover, it has been used in other products, which proves its

functionality. Therefore, the designer chose to borrow this sense amplifier for the

Embedded SRAM design.



4.8 Data I/O Unit

4.8.1 Gate Array I/O Unit

Figure 31 a shows the Sensing/DatalO unit, and Figure 3 lb shows the latch used

in it (labelled as LA1A0).
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Figure 31a: Gate Array Sensing/Data I/O Unit Figure 31a: Gate Array Data I/O Latch

In a write operation, enabling WEN allows the bitlines to be driven by the

appropriate input signals. In a read operation, high skew inverters (labelled as IhI) are

used to sense the data. The output of the high-skew inverter feeds into a latch, which

becomes transparent while REN is enabled. Once REN is disabled, the latch will hold its

value until REN is enabled again, which signifies another read operation.

Buffers are added between REN and the latch's enable inputs. This additional

delay is necessary to accommodate "taller" versions of the SRAM, such as having 128

h
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rows, that are unexpected at the beginning of the design. When the bitline becomes

longer, the difference between the bitline development and the dummy bitline

development becomes more significant (due to the dummy bitcell having stronger

passgates, as discussed in Section 4.10.1.2). In the fastest corner, this difference causes

the controller to disable REN just before the data gets a chance to latch. Therefore, the

extra buffers are used to delay REN from shutting off the latches. The delay has no

impact on the access time nor the cycle time.

Some further optimizations were considered to improve the access time, such as

taking the output data directly from the multiplexor (like in the dummy unit described in

Section 4.10.1.4), reducing the delay by one stage (this will, of course, require moving

the sensing inverter to Bitline). However, the output ends up losing it's "squarish" look,

appearing somewhat glitchy. While this is acceptable for the internal RDOKZ signal,

the designer decided against using it as the output data.

4.8.2 Embedded Design I/O Unit

As mentioned above in Section 4.7.2, the Embedded Design borrows the sense

amplifier used in another SRAM design. Therefore, it makes sense to explore the

possibility of also borrowing the other I/O units from the same design, since they have

proven to work together. After simulating them for performance and functionality, the

designer decided that they are suitable for the Scalable Embedded SRAM. Using them

not only saves design and layout resources, but also provides the assurance that these
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4.9 Precharge Unit

4.9.1 Gate Array Precharge Unit

The precharge control signal gets generated by the controller, and is buffered in

SSDWCAP, located on the top-left corner of the SRAM. This buffered precharge signal

drives one inverter per every three sets of bitlines, and the inverted signals are

responsible for turning on the P-devices used for precharging. Due to the configuration

of the Gate Array, there are four MSP pairs available for each bitline pair, which consists

of "Bitline" and "BitlineZ". The distribution of the four MSP pairs involves several

factors:

1) BitlineZ has more capacitance than Bitline, since the sensing inverter is

attached to BitlineZ.

2) To reduce cycle time, the bitlines need to be precharged to a safety margin

above the sensing inverter's trip point as quickly as possible.

3) Bitline and BitlineZ don't need to be perfectly equalized, since there are no

differential-sensing sense amps used in the design. The voltage difference between the

two lines, however, should be small enough that no bitcell gets accidentally flipped.

Therefore, the designer decided to use two MSP pairs in parallel to precharge

BitlineZ, and one MSP pair to precharge Bitline (for factor #1 mentioned above). The

remaining MSP pair is used to equalize the two lines during precharge. This equalizer

offers two advantages: 1) it narrows the voltage difference between the two lines, and 2)



since only one of the two lines gets discharged during an operation, when precharge

starts, the bitline at Vcc can help the discharged bitline rise faster by "sharing" some of

its charge. This distribution of the available MSP pairs seems to provide the most

efficient and reliable combination for precharge.

4.9.2 Embedded Design Precharge Unit

The Embedded Design precharge unit uses 3 P device per bitline pair -- one for

each line, and the third for equalization. Another P device is given to the sensing unit

side of each column multiplexor to equalize the bitlines on that side. The P devices only

need to be large enough to not be the cycle time bottleneck; therefore, they are sized so

that the bitlines charge up about as quickly as RDOKB and WROKB get reset.



4.10 Dummy Units

4.10.1 Gate Array Dummy Units

4.10.1.1 Dummy Row and Dummy Column

To track the delay of a real wordline, the dummy row initially just had the same

number of SN's attached as a real wordline. However, post-layout parasitics extraction

results show that there is a significant difference in their capacitances due to the other

components in a real bitcell. Therefore, the cells on the dummy row are laid out to

resemble a real bitcell as closely as possible. Similarly, the dummy column is almost

identical to the real columns. In any operation, the dummy wordline and the dummy

column are always selected. They intersect at the dummy bitcell, which is illustrated in

Figure 34:

(Dummy) Hordline

BLBAR

Figure 34: Gate Array Dummy Bitcell



4.10.1.2 Dummy Bitcell

While the SRAM precharges, the dummy bitcell is initialized to store a "1", as

seen in Figure 34. Thus, during a read operation, the dummy BL always remains at Vcc,

while the dummy BLBAR always discharges. Since the sense inverters are attached to

all BLBAR's, including the dummy BLBAR, the output of the dummy sense inverter

will notify the controller when the bitlines have developed sufficiently. The exact details

involving the generation of RDOKB will be discussed in Section 4.10.1.4.

During a write operation, a "0" will always be written to the dummy cell, causing

the inverter attached to the negative-bit side to activate WROKB, notifying the controller

that the bit has flipped. Once precharge initiates again, the dummy cell gets reinitialized

to store a "1" [Burstein].

In a normal bitcell, SN's are used as passgates to connect the bitcell to the

bitlines. For the dummy bitcell, there are two unused SN's available. Therefore, those

SN's (not shown in Figure 34) are used in parallel with the passgates to, in effect, double

the strength of the passgates. This optimization quickens the activation of RDOKZ and

WROKZ, which makes up for some of the wasted controller delays. However, this ends

up causing problems on designs larger than the anticipated 4Kb. The dummy bitlines

would develope too quickly, causing the controller to "jump the gun" and prematurely

shut off REN. This is discovered at a late stage in the design, so a patch-up fix is done

by increasing the capacitance in the dummy mux, as described in the next section. This

experience taught the designer not to over-optimize the design.



Figure 35a: GA Dummy Data I/O Unit Figure35b: GA Dummy Latch

In a write operation, since the data input (DI) is always tied to Gnd, a 0 will

always be driven to the dummy bitline. In a read operation, the design needs to be able

to efficiently reset RDOKB (DO in Figure 35a, or Q in Figure 35b) after each read

4.10.1.3 Dummy Mux

The dummy mux consists of a full passgate that it is always selected, and some

extra diffusion capacitance. The extra capacitance is added to the sensing side of the

dummy mux to simulate the diffusion capacitance caused by the unselected passgates.

This capacitance is made to be very generous so that it will also compensate for the

dummy bitcell's double passgate, as described in the previous section.

4.10.1.4 Dummy Sensing Unit

Figure 35a shows the dummy sensing/data I/O unit, and Figure 35b shows the

dummy latch used in it.



operation. To do this, the latch used in the dummy sensing/data I/O unit is modified as

shown in Figure 35b. The feedback loop is taken away, so RDOKB will always be reset

when REN is disabled.

4.10.2 Embedded Design Dummy Units

4.10.2.1 Dummy Bitcell

The dummy bitcell, in Figure 36, is based on the same idea as the Gate Array

dummy bitcell, but there are some major modifications.

Dummy Nordline (from dummy word line drive

Dummy uWordline (return'nP from end o4 row

NODE2

MI NODE1

PREdL

BL BLBAR

-ROKB

Figure 36: Embedded SRAM Dummy Cell

Since the dummy sense amp initializes to a "1", as described in Section 4.10.2.5,

the dummy bitcell must initialize to a "0", so that the sense amp will change its output to

4



signal RDOKB in a read operation. Therefore, the initializing N device is moved to the

side of the bitcell that connects to the positive bitline.

The inverters that generate the WROKB signal, however, is purposely left on the

side of the bitcell that connects to the negative bitline. Doing so isolates the "read" and

the "write" sensing operations of the dummy bitcell, which offers two major advantages:

1) The sizing of inverter INV 1, which helps generate WROKB, in Figure 36 has

no significant effect on the capacitance of NODE 1, which is part of the path that

generates RDOKB. In other words, using large inverters to generate WROKB does not

significantly affect the generation of RDOKB. This turns out to be important because

large inverters are in fact needed to generate WROKB, since the wiring capacitance on

WROKB is fairly large in a large memory array.

2) Isolating the "read" and the "write" also allows the designer to tweak the

bitcell passgates to enhance one of the two paths individually. Increasing the size of

passgate Ml in Figure 36 speeds up the generation of RDOKB signal, while increasing

the size of passgate M2 speeds up the generation of WROKB signal. Lessons learned

from the Gate Array design warn against making greedy passgate optimizations, for it

might sacrifice reliability and scalability of a design. Therefore, passgate Ml is left

untouched. Passgate M2, however, is made a little bit stronger because inverter INV1

adds some extra capacitance to NODE2, which makes writing into the dummy bitcell

slower than writing into a normal bitcell. The optimization is very conservative, only

increasing passgate M2's size slightly such that the dummy bitcell's write time is roughly

equal to a normal cell's. This still allows a decent safety margin, since the WROKB



signal needs to travel through several gates before it changes the controller's outputs.

4.10.2.2 Dummy Row

The idea behind the dummy row is that its wordline, which is the dummy

wordline, must track the behavior of normal wordlines. To do so, the dummy row must

consist of cells that resemble normal bitcells as closely as possible. Therefore, a slightly

modified bitcell is used as the dummy row cell, as illustrated in Figure 37.
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Figure 37: Embedded SRAM Dummy Row Cell

In layout, except for the modifications, the dummy row cell is laid out identically

to the real bitcell. Also, as mentioned in section 4.1, the dummy bitcell is actually on the

left side of the memory array, so the very end of the dummy wordline is connected to a
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metal line that loops back through the array to activate the dummy bitcell. This metal

line is labelled as "Dummy Wordline (returning from end of row)" in Figure 37, and is

laid out just above the part of the dummy row cell that resembles the normal bitcell.

Doing so minimizes the returning wire's interference on, and by, the other components in

the dummy row cells.

4.10.2.3 Dummy Wordline Driver

The dummy wordline driver has one of its NAND's inputs connected to Vcc so

that it is always activated with WLEN. Please see Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Embedded SRAM Dummy Wordline Driver

4.10.2.4 Dummy Column

The dummy column is constructed under the same principle as the dummy row,

and it is supposed to help the dummy bitlines simulate the real bitlines as closely as

possible. Since the dummy bitcell should be the only cell selected on the dummy

column, the dummy column cells in Figure 39 have their bitcell passgates always turned

off. In layout, the dummy column cell needs to match the pitch of the dummy bitcell, so



it is a bit wider than a normal bitcell. However, everything is laid out as similarly to a

normal bitcell as possible, and only a metal line is laid out in the extra space to allow the

WROKB signal to be passed to the controller.

3AR

Figure 39: Embedded SRAM Dummy Column Cell

4.10.2.5 Dummy Sense Amplifier

The job of the dummy sense amplifier is very simple -- generate the RDOKB

signal by sensing the pre-stored value in the dummy bitcell, then reset the RDOKB

signal. Conveniently, the selected 2-stage current mirror sense amplifier can be

modified slightly to do just that (actually, that is part of the reason why that particular

sense amplifier was chosen). Node A in Figure 40 is used as the data output in a normal

sense amplifier, and it is weakly charged to Vcc by the output latching unit, as seen in

Figure 33. For the dummy sense amplifier, the same node is used to signal RDOKB.



However, RDOKB needs to be reset as quickly as possible to avoid it from limiting the

cycle time. Therefore, a fairly strong P device is used to charge up node A. In a read

operation, REN activates the dummy sense amp, and it reads the pre-stored 0 in the

dummy bitcell to signal RDOKB. RDOKB resets the controller, which disables REN,

which in turn re-charges node A.

SROUT

Figure 40: Embedded SRAM Dummy Sense Amplifier

However, the simple addition of a P device, or device Ml in figure 40, is not



kicks into action. The quick transient discharge, however, will prematurely signal

RDOKB. Therefore, a slight delay is added to device Ml by using 2 inverters. When

REN activates, device M I will remain activated for a little while longer, protecting node

A from the transient glitch. The simulation waveforms are shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41: Embedded SRAM Dummy Sense Amplifier Simulations

Figure 41 depicts the dummy sense amplifier sensing a slowly developing value

0, which is the prestored value in the dummy bitcell, from the bitlines. Wave "3" is what

happens to SAOUT, which is "RDOKB", with the 2 delay inverters, and wave "4" is

what happens without the inverters. As can be seen, the delay inverters are needed so

that "RDOKB does not prematurely activate.

4.10.2.6 Dummy Column Multiplexor

b



The Embedded Design's dummy column multiplexor uses the same principle as

the Gate Array design's dummy column multiplexor. However, it does not require the

extra diffusion capacitance to be overly generous since the dummy bitcell's passgates are

not excessively optimized.



4.11 Post-Silicon Test Circuits

The Embedded Scalable SRAM has some Post-Silicon Test Circuits, which are

used to validate the SRAM cells against manufacturing defects. The exact details of the

circuits, however, cannot be published at this time for proprietary information reasons.



5. Validation

The validation process involves two major steps:

1) Before layout, create a preliminary simulation model, which will be discussed

in Section 5.1, for validating the SRAM's functionality, optimizing various parts of the

SRAM, and obtaining rough performance numbers.

2) After layout, tools can be used to extract the exact parasitics in each cell.

These data are then used to create the final simulation model, which should be very

accurate. Simulations are again done on the final model to further validate the SRAM's

functionality, and to obtain more accurate performance information.



5.1 Preliminary Simulation Model

Performing simulations on the complete SRAM array is impractical, since each

simulation could take an unreasonable amount of time. Therefore, an accurate model of

the array is necessary. In reality, only the worst case bit (i.e. the slowest bit) needs to be

tested (to be safe, the best case bit is also tested in the final model). After simulating

several parasitic models, the "T2" model, which is illustrated in Figure 42, is chosen for

its accuracy and simplicity [Rabaey].

R/4 R/2 R/4

C/2 C/2

Figure 42: The T2 Model

Then all parts of the SRAM array not needed for simulating the worst case

scenario are removed, and the "T2" model is added where necessary to represent

parasitics. Figure 43 shows the preliminary simulation model for the Embedded SRAM,

using an 8:1 mux:
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5.2 Final Simulation Model

After the SRAM has been optimized and validated to the best ability of the

preliminary simulation model, the cells are laid out by mask designers. Then the exact

parasitics associated with each node in a cell can be extracted, and used for constructing

a very accurate final simulation model. This model has 3 main responsibilities:

1) Final validation of the SRAM's functionality before taping out.

2) Obtaining performance numbers.

3) Validating the setup and hold times for the input signals.

The setup and hold times of the flip-flops used in the design are obtained by

simulation to failure. Occasionally, the setup or the hold times are not short enough to

cause failure, but result in a longer propagation delay. In these cases, the setup or the

hold times are given the value that produces a delay no greater than 50% of the normal,

steady-state flip-flop propagation delay. The setup and hold times are used to pulse the

appropriate inputs to the final simulation model to make sure that the SRAM's correct

functionality is guaranteed.

The construction of the final simulation models is done by another Memory

Group member.



6. Layout Process

The individual cells of the scalable SRAM, such as wordline drivers, bitcells, and

controllers, are laid out by Intel mask designers, and the final assembly of cells into

complete SRAMs are done by an automatic compiler. The designer needs to work with

the mask designers to make sure that the cells will pitch match against neighboring cells,

and that they are compiler-friendly.

Figure 44: Gate Array 512x8 SRAM Layout Plot (Length vs. Width Ratio Skewed)
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At the moment, all the cells of the Gate Array Scalable SRAM have been laid

out, and have been assembled by the automatic compiler to create several different sizes

of SRAM for users. Figure 44 shows the scanned-in plot of the 512x8 Gate Array

SRAM, using a 8-to-1 mux. The 512x8 SRAM's bitcell array is 23 DMMs wide, thus it

requires 3 distributed drivers. One can clearly see where the drive cells are used in the

array to implement the distributed drivers, and their configuration matches the depiction

of Figure 18.

The layout process for the Embedded Scalable SRAM is near its completion. At

the moment, only column multiplexors, sense amplifiers, and Data I/O units still need to

be finished.



7. Performance

7.1 Gate Array Scalable SRAM Performance

As mentioned before, several sizes of the Gate Array SRAM have been delivered

to users. The following is a summary of their simulated performance and sizing

information:

Size
162x10
512x8
512x12
512x16
768x16
1536x8

Mux
Factor
4
8
8
8
8
16

Height
(DMMs)
16
21
21
21
29
29

Width
(DMMs)
15
24
34
44
44
44

Access
Time (ns)

3.44
4.11
4.19
4.27
4.89
5.30

Cycle

Time (ns)
5.97
7.32
7.48
7.65
8.55
8.40

All timings above are obtained running simulations on the final simulation

model, under typical process corner, 3.3V, and 25C.



7.2 Embedded Scalable SRAM Performance

Since the layout process is not yet complete for the Embedded Scalable SRAM,

the only timing information available is obtained by simulating the preliminary model.

Fortunately, experiences from the Gate Array SRAM design process indicate that these

figures are fairly accurate. The worst case access time, which is associated with the

maximum array using the 16-to-1 mux (8Kxl6), is 4.1 ns, while the worst case cycle

time is about 7.6 ns.

A set of simulations is done on the preliminary model using the 8-to-1 mux.

Specifically, 9 different memory sizes, which are:

512 row x 8 column 512 row x 128 column 512 row x 256 column
256 row x 8 column 256 row x 128 column 256 row x 256 column
16 row x 8 column 16 row x 128 column 16 row x 256 column

are simulated. As can be seen, the 9 sizes form a grid, and their access times are used on

a "row vs. column" chart to form a contour plot. Of course, having only 9 data points is

not enough to form a smooth looking graph; however, it does give a decent estimation

for the access time of any given memory size within the 512 row x 256 column limit.

Figure 45 shows the plots:
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Figure 45: Embedded SRAM Performance vs. Size Estimation



7.3 Performance Comparison Against Other SRAMs

The scalable SRAMs created for this project are compared against similar

SRAMs from other library vendors. To protect confidential proprietary information, the

names of the companies are withheld. The following is a list of results:

7.3.1 Gate Array SRAMs

Unfortunately, the only other Gate Array SRAM information that the author has

belongs to BRAND X, which is designed on a 0.35 um process. Therefore, the

performance is not directly comparable.

BRAND Sync/Async Process Size Access
Time

X Sync 0.35 um 512x8 2.6 ns
GA SRAM Sync 0.6 um 512x8 4.73 ns

7.3.2 Embedded SRAMs

BRAND Sync/Async Process Size Total Bits/ Access
Bits Sq. Mil Time

A Sync 0.6 um 2560x8 20,480 9.45 3.8 ns
A Sync 0.6 um 640x16 10,240 7.81 3.4 ns
B Async 0.6 um 2Kx8 16,384 4.72 9.7 ns
B Async 0.5 um 2Kx8 16,384 6.65 3.6 ns
B Async 0.35 um 2Kx8 16,384 12.64 3.2 ns
C Sync 0.6 um 2Kx8 16,384 3.86 18.3 ns
Emb SRAM Sync 0.6 um 1536x8 12,280 9 3.3 ns
Emb SRAM Sync 0.6 um 8Kx16 131,072 12 4.1 ns



8 Conclusions and Future Work

As can be seen in the previous section, the SRAMs designed for this project

compare very favorably, in terms of performance and area consumption, against SRAMs

designed by other library vendors. Most importantly, the SRAMs designed for this

project are scalable over a very large range of sizes, thus the expected design time for

any given size is about one man-day when all the tools, such as the automatic

characterization tools, are completed. This is dramatically faster than the 6 man-months

industry average, which saves a very considerable amount of resources. The short

design cycle also translates to quick time-to-market, which is very important in the

industry's dynamic environment.

The designs, however, are certainly not perfect. The Gate Array design, first of

all, suffers in terms of area and performance from its inherent inflexibility. Also, as

mentioned in previous sections, its initial size expectations were incorrect, thus leading

to late-stage "patching jobs". Therefore, the Gate Array SRAM's performance could be

improved slightly if it were completely redesigned with the correct maximum size

information in mind. For the Embedded Design, designing the drivers to handle the

maximum load leads to non-optimal results for smaller memory sizes. The unnecessarily

large drivers lead to wasted area, and the unnecessary extra buffer stages lead to slower

performance. On the bright side, since the SRAMs were designed very carefully, even

with these sacrifices made to incorporate scalability, they still compare very favorably

against other SRAMs from the industry.



Also, these SRAMs were designed with scalability and performance as the main

goals, not power consumption. If power consumption were the main goal, then the

designer would probably look into dividing long wordlines and bitlines into blocks, and

only activating (charging and discharging) the needed blocks [Prince]. Since these long

lines are the main source of power consumption, doing so would greatly reduce the

needed power. This, unfortunately, is incompatible with the current goals. Performance

will most likely suffer from the extra logic gates needed to only select the desired blocks,

and scalability will suffer from having cases of leftover lines and bits that do not fit into

the blocks, as in the Gate Array case.

Of course, an engineer's work is never complete. The logical next step is to

implement the same ideas to other Intel processes, so that the Memory Group's Scalable

SRAMs are not outdated by the advancement of technology. Also, similar approaches

can be taken for designing other highly regular circuits, giving them the same benefits of

high performance, low area consumption, and, most importantly of all, short time-to-

market.



Appendix A: Naming Convention

The SRAMs' input and output names follow the following convention. The

standardization is done so that the memories can be characterized by the group's

automatic characterization tools. Some relevant names and their descriptions are listed

below:

CLK
CENBAR
RDWRBAR
RESETBAR
WW
WWI
XADDRDEC[n-1:0]
YADDRDEC[n-1:0]
ADDA[n-1:0]
DINA[n-1:0]
DOUTA[n-1:0]

Clock
Chip Enable
Read/Write -- Read = 1; Write=0
Reset
Post-Silicon Test Circuit Control Signal
Post-Silicon Test Circuit Control Signal
Decoded X Address up to n bits
Decoded Y Address up to n bits
Non-Decoded Address up to n bits
Input Data up to n bits
Output Data up to n bits

Note that the signals with the "BAR" suffix are active-low signals.

N-1

0 1 2 .. . . . .N-1

Figure 3: Numbering Convention



Figure 3 demonstrates the numbering convention for an array.

There is no strict naming convention for internal signals, because those are not

accessed by the automatic characterization tools. However, active-low signals are

usually given the suffix "B", "BAR", or "Z".
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